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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the predominant approaches for reducing cycle time variance in service
settings. A review of the available case examples shows that most studies in the service context
address mean cycle time length rather than cycle time variance, although the latter is the correct
object of process innovation under the Taguchi principle. Accordingly, using a systematic-review
method, this study collects best practices in services that either directly or indirectly target cycle
time variance. Synthesizing the cases, the analysis finds three main paths to dominate practical
efforts to decrease cycle time variance: simulation, statistical quality control, and value stream
mapping.
KEYWORDS: process change, process improvement, quality management, service quality,
statistical quality control
INTRODUCTION
Service enterprises today often scrutinize their labor-based processes in terms of cycle time, or
the periodicity of activity, to determine how to shorten it and thereby achieve greater use of
available labor. To do so, they define an activity, such as a standard service encounter, and
measure its starting and stopping times over several iterations. They then rationalize the activity
to determine its constituent steps and brainstorm how to reconfigure those steps to shorten the
expected mean length of each service encounter of that type (Summers, 2009). The innovation
in cycle time reduction therefore amounts to the creative solutions contrived by decision makers
to achieve this objective.
This form of process innovation typically produces cost savings by directly targeting the sheer
expenditure of labor (Puich, 2001). However, while efforts to increase the operating tempo of
services may succeed in fitting more service iterations into an hour’s time, it may sometimes
undermine the quality of the service encounter. By comparison, reducing cycle time variance
can improve predictability and service consistency for the customer, while simultaneously
producing a concomitant decrease in cycle time in most cases. More importantly, process
variance, hence cycle time variance in the context of services, is the correct object of process
innovation in the quality literature (Closs, Mollenkopf, & Keller, 2005).
Efforts to reduce cycle time variance in either service or manufacturing contexts conform to the
Taguchi principle, which states that variance in any process translates into a loss of quality
because the likelihood of exceeding defined boundaries of quality increases and thereby causes
greater error (Arizono, Kanagawa, Ohta, Watakabe, & Tateishi, 1997; Gien, Jacqmart, Seklouli,
& Barad, 2003; Meyer & Purser, 1993; Walia, Shan, & Kumar, 2006). The focal issue in process
innovation is thus reliability, rather than speed. Greater reliability in cycle times tends to benefit
the quest for speed as a mathematical fact insofar as cycle time lengths have a positive
statistical skew, but the pursuit of speed for its own sake requires a reasonable limit to maintain
quality. Such a limit is imperceptible if the objective is to reduce speed, but it is apparent if the
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objective is to reduce variance. Insofar as the goal in services is to improve service quality,
targeting cycle time variance is therefore the correct objective.
With this perspective in mind, the aim of this study is to capture the state of the art in the
application of innovations to reduce cycle time variance. After introducing a problem statement
and research question, this study clarifies the methodological approach of systematic review for
synthesizing case material. It then reviews the key literature in quality management, presents a
guiding theory, describes the method, and undertakes the main analysis. The study then
presents a tabulation of best practices in summary form and then illustrates the same to map
the dominant innovation paths evidenced by the case material. The study concludes by
discussing implications for practice, scholarship, and future research.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem addressed in this study is the lack of systematic research that specifically
addresses the reduction of cycle time variance, as opposed to cycle time length, in the service
context. A need exists to identify the pattern of innovations adopted by service enterprises to
reduce cycle time variance and thereby clarify the optimal range of approaches available to the
service sector in the 21st century.
RESEARCH QUESTION
The research question in this study has the aim of discovering the predominant paths of those
service process innovations that seek to reduce cycle time variance. It therefore remains open
to cases of innovation efforts whose stated objectives are to reduce cycle time length as long as
the outcome is also a reduction in cycle time variance. The research question is therefore as
follows:
RQ.

What process innovation paths are optimal for reducing cycle time variance in
service delivery?

THE METHOD OF SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
This study uses a qualitative systematic-review method to draw common patterns of process
innovation from published cases that present institutional efforts to reduce cycle time variance.
Systematic review is the process of aggregating findings from past research (Briner & Walshe,
2014). It is the formal methodological approach for converting published research findings into
practice, hence the basis of evidence-based management (Briner, Denyer, & Rousseau, 2009).
A familiar subset of this methodology is meta-analysis, which involves aggregating purely
quantitative results (Gough, Oliver, & Thomas, 2012). Nevertheless, systematic review is also
applicable to qualitative research, such as in those research areas in which insufficient evidence
is available from which to draw quantitative conclusions (Thomas, Harden, & Newman, 2012). In
its qualitative applications, systematic review resembles standard literature review to some
extent, but it begins with a rigorous procedure for selecting prior research articles and reducing
the article set to an analyzable core array (Gough et al., 2012). That aspect of the systematic
review that resembles a standard literature review only begins at the point of interpretation
(Stewart & Oliver, 2012). As applied in the present study, qualitative systematic review is useful
for assembling a disparate body of case material and translating it into testable theory.
A qualitative systematic review is a methodical approach to synthesizing descriptive or case
literature that adheres to a transparent, replicable pattern (Bethel & Bernard, 2010). It begins
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with a plan for collecting articles that contain evidence involving the variables and linkages of
interest through a narrowly defined literature search method, using an explicit selection of
scholarly databases and a clear set of keyword search terms specified in advance (Briner &
Walshe, 2014). Given the number of irrelevant articles that one inevitably finds through a
keyword search, the method applies inclusionary criteria to the database results to permit the
rapid identification of articles that are likely to be relevant (e.g., titles and abstracts that appear
to address the issue under investigation), followed by exclusionary criteria to apply to the
smaller set of articles resulting from the prior step (Stewart & Oliver, 2012). The latter step thus
serves to remove articles that, upon closer inspection, overlook the key variables or linkages of
interest to the research question (Briner & Walshe, 2014). A quality-oriented appraisal of the
surviving articles follows as the next step, wherein the researcher defines quality criteria (e.g.,
objectivity, replicability, form, and transparency) (Streubert, 2011). The scoring or categorization
of articles based on the quality appraisal helps the researcher interpret the articles with a more
refined sense of judgment than is possible if the researcher must instead treat the entire array of
articles as equivalent on the matter of research quality (Thomas et al., 2012). In the present
study, the quality appraisal step uses the weight-of-evidence (WoE) method, which assigns
point values to the criteria and thus produces a composite quality score for each article
(Griesinger, Desprez, Coecke, Casey, & Zuang, 2016). Researchers usually apply their own
judgment on the matter of the quality appraisal (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006), but they may also
use a panel of scholars to increase objectivity in this process, as in the approach adopted in the
present study. After taking all of these steps to manage the distillation of a range of sources of
data or observations relevant to the research question, the researcher may then begin the
analysis by tabulating the surviving articles to reveal their contrasts and points of emphasis
(Briner & Walshe, 2014), after which the researcher applies standard scholarly reasoning to
interpret the display.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON IMPROVING SERVICE PROCESSES
This literature review briefly surveys process improvement generally, followed by the application
of improvement efforts to services. While most applications of process innovation to reduce
cycle time variance are in the manufacturing and software sectors, where this science originated
(Pang & Whitt, 2009), some have more recently appeared in the service context. Most servicerelated examples have focused on cycle time length rather than cycle time variance, but the
latter is a byproduct of the former whenever the calculation of cycle time lengths shows a
positive statistical skew (Furlow, 2003).
Quality as a Function of Consistency
The Taguchi theory asserts a mathematical relationship between variance and efficiency in a
process (Taguchi, 1986; Walia et al., 2006). The principle is effectively a statistical law if one
interprets efficiency in terms of economic cost. Although the principle is mainly important to
process innovation, it is the same statistical principle by which variance in product or service
quality causes customers to abandon a business (Tsikriktsis & Heineke, 2004) or suppliers to
abandon a business (Bolton, Lemon, & Bramlett, 2006). The theoretical nature of the Taguchi
principle notwithstanding, process engineers consider it a mathematical law rather than a theory
requiring a search for evidence (e.g., Gien et al., 2003). Nevertheless, the relationship between
process variance and quality is indeed a theoretical one. Some sources have therefore explicitly
referred to the principle as the Taguchi theory per se (e.g., Arizono et al., 1997; Demetrescu,
Paris, & Târcolea, 2009; Taguchi, Chowdhury, & Wu, 2005; Târcolea, Paris, & Sylvan, 2013).
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Process Innovation Generally
The quality movement has promoted an intense focus on process rules and the interplay
between process steps and technological support (Shiba & Walden, 2001). In this application,
the Taguchi principle guides practitioners to remove unnecessary steps, gaps, time, production,
effort, and rules in the manufacturing context under the rubric of the Toyota Production System
(Al-Tahat & Jalham, 2015). The result is inevitably a streamlining of each process in the process
sequence that leads to the final product. Mapping this sequence is also therefore a central
feature of process innovation (Song, Song, & Di Benedetto, 2009). Called value stream
mapping (VSM), it involves illustrating detailed process steps to reveal to decision makers
opportunities to merge, simplify, or remove steps (Joosten & Purao, 2002). The VSM approach
thus captures all core principles of the kaizen philosophy (Teoh & Cai, 2015).
A Focus on Services
The concept of cycle time also applies to services, in precisely the same form as it does to
manufacturing (Schneider & White, 2004). Compared to manufacturing, however, rationalizing
services in terms of steps, gaps, time, production, effort, and rules is more difficult, as the most
obvious feature of a service cycle time is its length (Debetaz, 1999). Case examples have
therefore pursued cycle time reduction rather than variance reduction as their primary focus
(McConnell, Nunnally, & McGarvey, 2010). A question that remains in most of these cases is
consequently whether targeting cycle time variance would have produced the same result
(Summers, 2009). Whether a limit exists beyond which further cycle time reduction in a given
kind of service encounter would be counterproductive is thus an important question in this
context (Gilbert, 1996; Schneider & White, 2004).
Theory
As applied to service encounters, the Taguchi principle observes that variance in cycle time for a
given type of service reflects inconsistencies of some kind, such as irregular inclusion of all
necessary service steps, varying practices in the delivery of information to the customer, or
uneven levels of care in delivering the service (Summers, 2009). Such inconsistencies imply a
lack of certainty and automaticity in the servicer’s approach, hence increased error in at least
two observable ways. In turn, as error increases, the proportion of actual service encounters
with long cycle times increases due to the need to solve problems on the spot or the frequency
of customer revisits to correct errors.
Variance takes more than one form in cycle time analysis. Most references to variance naturally
denote the variability in the service process as a function of the time of cycle closure minus the
time of cycle initiation. However, another aspect of variance in service cycle times is that of the
difference between estimates and outcomes, especially in terms of the level of effort necessary
to fulfill a service of a given dimensionality, the cost as a function of the actual time taken, and
the ability of service providers to adhere to the initial schedule (McGarry & Decker, 2002). An
additional type of variance has to do with the “distribution of effort across the life-cycle phases”
(McGarry & Decker, 2002, p. 95).
In Chronéer and Bergquist (2012), by comparison, one sees the effects of variance in cycle time
inputs as the core issue, at least in terms of implications for supplier relations and productrelated concerns. The analogy of this observation for service cycle times is that of variance in
prior service fulfillment in a company’s internal service chain, such as a hospital, wherein the
service to the patient is a function of a chain of tributary services from other people or
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departments. Any delay in a critical tributary service causes a delay in the service cycle time at
issue. From this perspective, the importance of cycle time variance as opposed to cycle time
per se is apparent: If tributary cycle times have low variance, the agents of focal cycle times can
more easily predict pacing, hence make more accurate estimates of scheduling parameters.
In Choo (2014), variance in the design phase of computer project services significantly
increased the subsequent service cycle time. In this case, the effect of the variance was thus
disproportional to the source, in that service cycle time behaved differently from merely moving
up or down as design phase time moved up and down. This study therefore showed that
variance in a tributary phase of a service cycle can simply increase the service cycle phase
itself, hence represent as significant source of inefficiency in the affected cycle.
PROPOSITIONS
The theoretical literature on service process innovation thus suggests that the goal to reduce
cycle time variation is consistent with the Taguchi principle for improving quality by reducing
process variation. However, the literature leaves open the question of how best to pursue the
goal of reducing variance. From this basis, it is reasonable to expect that the case literature
presented in the systematic-review portion of this study will reveal more than one strategy to
reducing cycle time variance, hence the first proposition given below. In addition, the lack any
indication in the literature that any type of strategy for this purpose is necessarily superior to any
other type suggests advancing the second (null) proposition given below.
P1.

In line with the principle of equifinality, the case literature will demonstrate the
utility of more than one approach to reducing cycle time variance.

P2.

No approach to reducing cycle time variance will emerge as clearly superior to
the others.

METHOD
This systematic review used the keyword constructions of “service cycle time” + “case study,”
“cycle time” + services + “case study,” and “cycle time” + services + variance + “case study.”
The search used the EBSCOhost, ProQuest, and Science Direct for its databases. Inclusionary
criteria consisted of scholarly, peer-reviewed articles that were downloadable as full-text
documents with references and over one page in length. Exclusionary criteria consisted of book
reviews, editorials, and studies without actual cases. This section presents the central
observations from the most relevant sources identified in this way.
Expert Panel
This systematic review used an expert panel consisting of advanced doctoral students in
management to judge the quality criteria of the case selected from the scholarly databases and
to categorize the strategies represented in the respective articles to support the analytical phase
of the study. For the quality appraisal, the panel members judged each article based on the
quality criteria described below and applied a Likert scale value (range 1-5) to it. The researcher
then averaged the quality ratings across the panel members and then rounded them to the
nearest whole number for inclusion in the table. For the categorization step, the panel members
first interpreted the theme (i.e., strategy, methodology, or perspective) adopted in each of the
cases to reduce cycle time variance and then deliberated over their selected categories to adopt
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common phraseology and reconcile conflicts. The result was a concise set of themes, as
discussed below, under Results.
Quality Appraisal
The four criteria adopted for evaluating the case material selected from the scholarly databases
were consistent with standard practice in the systematic review of qualitative material
(Streubert, 2011). The first criterion is the source’s objectivity, wherein empirical or quantitative
sources have an advantage. The next criterion is replicability, which depends on the available
guidance in the study. Form reflects the correctness of the order of analysis and the layout of
results. Transparency reflects the study’s ability to answer the reader’s questions.
Table 1 lists the 20 cases selected from the databases of scholarly research using the
systematic-review process, after applying all inclusionary and exclusionary criteria, as described
previously. The table also presents the quality appraisal scoring by each case, to calculate the
weight-of-evidence coefficient (WoE). The WoE is therefore the simple average of the individual
quality scores provided by the expert panel.
Table 1: Quality Appraisal Scoring by Source (Weight of Evidence)
Source
WoE
Obj
Rep
Form
Anda et al. (2009)
3.50
4
2
3
Buzby et al. (2002)
3.50
4
5
2
Carugati & Hadilias (2007)
3.00
3
3
2
Choo (2014)
5.00
5
5
5
Chowdhury & Rahman (2010)
3.75
4
4
2
Clark (2007)
3.50
3
3
4
Deckard et al. (2003)
4.50
5
4
4
Gijo et al. (2013)
5.00
5
5
5
Gliatis et al. (2013)
4.25
5
4
4
Harrison & Fichtinger (2013)
4.25
5
3
4
Jiang & Giachetti (2008)
4.50
5
4
4
Kim & Kim (2015)
4.50
5
5
3
Leyer & Hollmann (2014)
4.00
4
5
3
Ng et al. (2000)
3.50
4
3
3
Olivero & Kopelman (1998)
3.75
5
3
3
Ray & Boby (2011)
4.75
4
5
5
Rommelspacher & Fourie (2015)
4.25
5
4
3
Sarkar et al. (2013)
5.00
5
5
5
Scacchi (2001)
3.50
4
3
3
Shu et al. (2013)
4.75
5
5
4
Note: Obj[ectivity]; Rep[licability]; Form; Transp[arency]. WoE = mean of these criteria.

Transp
5
3
4
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5
4
5

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
As explained above, the expert panel identified a concise set of themes reflected in the cases
selected in this systematic review. The themes represented strategies, methodologies, or
perspectives on the question of service process improvement with a focus on cycle times. The
results of this process produced key findings in five main themes for reducing cycle time
variance: (a) simulation; (b) VSM; (c) statistical quality control; (d) managing multiple service
types; and (e) addressing tributary variance. Of these themes, three of them are interpretable as
strategies per se and include simulations, statistical quality control, and VSM. These three
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strategies therefore constitute the main paths of process innovation evident in the best practices
reflected in the case literature. The sections that follow explain and exemplify each of the five
themes identified by the expert panel.
Simulation
Jiang and Giachetti (2008) used a simulation methodology to model changes in a patient care
system that would produce a decrease in cycle time by service type. By organizing processes
maximally in parallel structures, they used a VSM methodology by definition. While the sheer
variety of combinations of patient triage and patient care creates substantial complexity in this
effort, it is nevertheless feasible to use multiple regression analysis to enable treating all data in
combination with appropriate weights assigned to different service categories.
Harrison and Fichtinger (2013) studied the impact of variance in global ocean transport
networks (GOTNs, p. 7) on inventory management effectiveness among shippers. They used a
computer simulation to model optimal logistical configurations, while simultaneously collecting
interview data to supplement their insights into innovative process improvement ideas. The
authors addressed each source of variance separately. They found a positive effect from
reducing cycle time variance on inventory management efficiency (cf. Salam & Khan, 2016).
Lastly, Gliatis, Minis, and Lavasa (2013) used a simulation methodology to model how to reduce
error rates in the context of financial services. They found that high error rates increase cycle
time exponentially, even though the effect on customer satisfaction seems to follow a linear
slope. However, the effect of offline rework on both cycle time and customer satisfaction is far
steeper than that for official rework. The magnified effect of off-line rework appears to
undermine standard processes by over-encumbering personnel.
VSM
Ng, Kent, and Egbert (2000) introduced a total-cycle-time model to reduce cycle times, improve
responsiveness, and reduce error in the context of child protective services. They explained the
specific case of an identified agency in which case cycle times had been increasing. They
explained in detail the technique of cycle time measurement and improvement in the
manufacturing sector and then drew parallels with child protective services. They applied VSM
by first exhibiting the process sequence as already laid out in agency documents, then
scrutinizing each step of the sequence, and finally elucidating its governing assumptions.
Scacchi (2001) investigated the service cycle time for procurement via Internet-based systems
in a military supply setting. He observed that the initial condition featured considerable variance
in terms of computing infrastructures, hence various norms by which to procure the needed
supplies. Data integrity was also a concern in this case. Scacchi (2001) first mapped the logical
process by which to compare against current process in the various procurement entities. The
solution to cycle time variance involved adapting a software-based function to each of the
entities involved. The solution simply followed the ideal sequencing of decision tasks and thus
would walk the user through the tasks in an orderly way. The result was a significant decrease in
cycle time variance. Scacchi (2001) noted that no task steps in the final solution were unusual to
procurement.
Leyer and Hollmann (2014) studied the conversion to a paperless work environment at a
German bank using a business process simulation. They first mapped the current process by
conducting interviews with staff members. They then mapped a prescriptive procedure for using
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electronic documents instead of paper ones and ran several simulations to test the differences
in cycle time outcomes. The result was a reduction in both cycle times and cycle time variances.
Chowdhury and Rahman (2010) investigated service line balancing to reduce cycle time
variance in the teller function in banking services. In the case, the authors specifically sought to
reduce cycle time rather than reducing cycle time variance. Nevertheless, the former evidently
depended on the latter within the queuing structure under consideration, because the shortest
cycle times would naturally rise while the longest ones fell through the line-balancing process.
Line balancing had to consider different service types, hence difference service cycle times.
In a comparative analysis of four cases of software engineering services, Anda, Sjøberg, and
Mockus (2009) demonstrated a significant association between cycle time variance and process
reproducibility. That is, when a software engineering company creates a service process to
guide the creation and elaboration of software products for clients, the resulting protocol is more
or less reproducible by other software engineering firms. However, different companies have
differing degrees of success at creating a truly reproducible protocol. Anda et al.’s (2009) study
accordingly sought to identify the main drivers of reproducibility, using variance as the criterion.
Finally, Carugati and Hadilias (2007) compared three cases involving the creation of egovernment website interfaces, to identify key sources of variance in the time consumed by
service suppliers in this form of website creation. The authors used the case studies to produce
an ideal model to guide e-government website creation, analogous to the software engineering
models investigated later by Anda et al. (2009) and therefore optimally reproducible, with
considerably less variance across service cycles than under the current unguided conditions.
Statistical Quality Control
Deckard, Newbold, and Vidrine (2003) examined cycle times in terms of lumber delivery
processing. Their study presented several cases in combination. The authors met the task of
accounting for different conditions simply by only considering the shortest quartile of delivery
times, thus providing a model for similar applications of cycle time assessment in other contexts.
Deckard et al. (2003) then addressed the delivery data for shipments falling outside the best
quartile and used the best quartile as the goal to attain for those other shipments. They
identified and logged specific categories of causal factors affecting shipping time, and then
entered the data into a multiple regression model to reduce those factors to a list of only the
statistically significant ones.
Shu, Kung, Nguyen, and Hsu (2013) undertook a case study comparison between technical
services in a consulting firm and teller services in a bank, using standard methods of statistical
quality control. In the first case, the central issue involving cycle time variance had to do with
variability in the number of hours necessary to complete service tasks of different specifications,
since technical services in the company at issue have a considerable range of cycle times. Shu
et al. (2013) therefore addressed cycle time variance as a function of the difference between
estimated and actual time. In the second case, the central issue involving cycle time variance
had to do with natural variations in service demand throughout the day and week.
Sarkar, Mukhopadhyay, & Ghosh (2013) applied VSM and Pareto optimality (Islam & Ahmed,
2012), following a Six Sigma approach to measuring process improvement in terms of
conformance to requirements, to claims processing in the context of insurance services. The
process was straightforward, starting with measuring current subprocesses, identifying and
charting sources of error, and creatively addressing possible ways to reduce that error. Sarkar et
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al. (2013) were able to demonstrate a decrease in service cycle time via a decrease in cycle
time variance.
Ray and Boby (2011) applied standard tools of quality management to reducing cycle time
variance in the context of business process outsourcing. Their first step was to measure current
cycle time means and variances, create visual depictions to convey an accurate understanding
of the current state, and then conduct a root-cause analysis to list all distinct sources of time
consumption. In this operation, root-cause analysis refers to a logical process of deliberation
and inferencing with process participants to determine the main causes of cycle time variance.
This analytical step permitted decision makers to brainstorm possible solutions, decide on what
to implement and how to implement them, and then set the new process structure in motion.
The result was a drop in cycle time variance from 1.569 to 0.204 hours, and in mean cycle time
from 3.007 to 1.841 hours.
Gijo, Antony, Hernandez, and Scaria (2013) applied Six Sigma methodology to reduce cycle
time variance in the pathology unit of a medical center. Their study included the use of an
Ishikawa cause-effect diagram (Islam & Ahmed, 2012), Pareto optimality (viz., organizing error
causes from most to least frequent), and calculations of cycle time variances to improve service
quality. These processes enabled Gijo et al. (2013) to reduce cycle time variance from 17.55
minutes to 10.04 minutes and cycle time lengths from 23.96 minutes to 11.00 minutes.
Buzby, Gerstenfeld, Voss, and Zeng (2002) analyzed the quotation process in the supplierbuyer relationship and applied lean quality management principles to decrease the cycle time
associated with it. The quotation process begins with the customer’s request for a quote from
the supplier, followed by the supplier’s offer of a bid to the customer. The significant contributor
to cycle time in this process is the supplier’s follow-on requests for cost estimates from its own
suppliers. The latter processes are tributary to the one under consideration. Greater variance in
tributary processes increases the focal cycle time (Chronéer & Bergquist, 2012), hence the
essential challenge addressed by Buzby et al. (2002). Buzby et al. (2002) chose the principle of
takt time to solve the problem. Takt time refers to calculating the total number of productive units
requested by a customer and allocating that number evenly across the available employeehours (Summers, 2009). The outcome is a work pace that optimally matches the needs of the
project, greatly minimizing process variance, and thereby also minimizing errors and lateness.
To apply takt time to the quotation cycle, Buzby et al. (2002) first identified the separate task
steps associated with the process, calculated mean cycle times for each one, and then
calculated a takt time allocation for each task by multiplying the total project time available for
the contract task (based on the customer’s deadline) by the percentage of task time to total
processing time. The result would be a carefully calculated deadline for each task step, hence
minimal variance in cycle times from project to project and minimal variance in overall cycle
time. Importantly, Buzby et al. (2002) showed how to apply takt time, a concept from
manufacturing (Singh & Sharma, 2009), to service cycles.
Finally, Rommelspacher and Fourie (2015) studied turnaround time in rail maintenance in the
context of South African rail transport on analogy of turnaround times in delivery truck
maintenance, as applied in Florida. In this case, the cycle began with the initiation of rail
maintenance and ended with its completion. The authors emphasized the difference between
maintenance time and manufacturing cycles, in that the latter presumably benefit from
objectives measures, while the former are subject to the fluidity and caprice of labor. Adding
specific steps to enable objective measurements of maintenance processes is therefore key to
successfully implementing process improvement in the maintenance context, the point of
emphasis being that the status quo in maintenance usually overlooks the matter of measuring
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start and stop times. Labor-based cycle times also require consideration for allowances, such as
for taking standard breaks and keeping fatigue at bay among operators who must attend to
transportation tasks of long duration.
Managing Multiple Service Types
Olivero and Kopelman (1998) applied the VSM technique to the patient flow cycle in an innercity emergency room. The VSM process took five years to produce the necessary measures
and observations, after which a cross-functional team convened to study the data and
brainstorm process changes. Cycle time began at 18.1 hours. It dropped to 9.4 hours after the
implementation of the process changes. Time-consuming steps identified in the VSM review
included having patients complete their forms rather than provide a way to retrieve
computerized records from patients’ prior visits. Patient movement personnel lacked
discretionary access to elevators, having to rely instead on slow elevator operators while
transporting patients for emergency care.
In addition, Kim and Kim (2015) addressed the challenge of managing service cycle times under
conditions of very different kinds of services, in the context of emergency medical care. An
addition element of complexity in their analysis was the fact of seasonal effects through the day,
which caused three observable bottleneck points over a 12-hour period. The authors’ solution
was to categorize service subprocesses (e.g., triage, exam, registration, and X-ray), then
construct a service transition matrix to track process flow in this complex process architecture.
By separating calculating expected wait times for the respective service subprocesses and the
expected number of patients who would need to undergo each subprocess, Kim and Kim (2015)
were able to use optimizing algorithms to even out the wait times across patient types. The
result was both a decrease in cycle time variance and a decrease in mean cycle time.
Addressing Tributary Variance
Choo (2014) investigated the effects of design phase variance on total project phase in the
context of computer manufacturing as a service to institutional customers. He found that
increased design phase variance, as opposed to longer or shorter design phases per se, had
the effect of increasing overall project time. By attuning design phase time toward the mean, the
result would be to shorten project time. Thus, in this example, variance in a tributary process
directly affects cycle time length in the main service process.
Lastly, Clark (2007) compared the norms of service interaction in two different call centers, one
in the Philippines and the other in the United Kingdom, including cycle times and quality criteria.
The Philippine call centers used self-paced customer service interaction, with no standard
scripts. The service encountered tended to last over 30 minutes. The UK operation had a
process of training employees to follow a prescribed sequence while targeting a 4-minute limit
on opening and closing the conversation, respectively, but without a time constraint in the
middle portion of the service encounter. The service encounters tended to last about 10
minutes.
Summary of Findings by Theme
Table 2 assembles the studies by theme, as judged by the expert panel, and displays the mean
WoE rating for the studies associated with each theme. In the latter table, the ratings range from
3.54 for VSM methodology to 4.54 for statistical quality control.
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Table 2: Summary of Findings by Theme
Theme
Sources
WoE
Simulation
Gliatis et al. (2013); Harrison & Fichtinger (2013); Jiang &
4.33
Giachetti (2008)
VSM
Anda et al. (2009); Carugati & Hadilias (2007); Chowdhury &
3.54
Rahman (2010); Leyer & Hollmann (2014); Ng et al. (2000);
Scacchi (2001)
Statistical Quality
Buzby et al. (2002); Deckard et al. (2003); Gijo et al. (2013);
4.54
Control
Ray & Boby (2011); Rommelspacher & Fourie (2015); Sarkar et
al. (2013); Shu et al. (2013)
Multiple Service Types Kim & Kim (2015); Olivero & Kopelman (1998)
4.13
Tributary Variance
Choo (2014); Clark (2007)
4.25
Note: Weight-of-evidence (WoE) = mean quality appraisal scores for the listed studies.
According to Table 2, the cases of the highest mean quality are in the theme of statistical
process control. Simulation, tributary variance, and multiple service types follow in turn. The
VSM theme shows the lowest mean quality rating. All category means are above the midpoint in
the Likert scale range, however. No theme in the case literature on reducing cycle time variance
therefore demonstrates any notable concern in interpretation.
Three Strategies
Table 3 next presents a synthesis of the three main strategies for reducing cycle time variance,
as extracted from the foregoing list of five themes represented in the case literature. One path
(VSM) occurs in isolation, without obvious opportunities for decision makers to transition to
another path between phases. To be sure, one may indeed work out how to inject statistical
procedures or activity rationalization into a VSM methodology (Adetunji, Yadavalli, & Malada,
2013), but no such transition is evident in the sampled cases. What remain are the other two
paths, which contrarily provide self-evident transitioning opportunities. However, the logical
direction of this transitioning only occurs from the use of quantitative or computerized methods
to the use of qualitative or non-computerized methods (Croson & Donohue, 2003). For example,
the intervention may begin with statistical data collection and then use the collected data merely
to guide reasoning throughout the remainder of the intervention phases. Alternatively, decision
makers may organize data into charts before transitioning to the qualitative decision-making
phase (Edward, 2001). Lastly, the data may continue through the computerized mode in the
form of simulations or gaming strategies to optimize activity sequencing (Doll & Deng, 2011).
Table 3: Best Practices for Reducing Cycle Time Variance in Service Contexts
Phase Path Approach
Objective
I 1
Statistical data collection
Gather measurable activity data
I 2
Descriptive data collection
Gather descriptive activity information
I 3
Value stream or process mapping
Identify linkages among activities
II 1
Techniques of statistical quality control Weight or prioritize causes of error
II 2
Setting benchmarks via judgment
Clarify desired operating objectives
III 1
Use of computer simulations
Experiment with new configurations
III 2
Discussing and agreeing upon rules
Compare various possible procedures
III 3
Brainstorming for VSM
Compare various possible paths
IV 1, 2 Standardizing procedures via judgment Routinize and integrate human factors
IV 3
Streamlining the process map
Reconfigure for efficiency (kaizen)
Note: The review revealed three core paths for reducing variance in service cycle time.
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The Path Diagram to Map the Data
Figure 1 organizes the strategies from Table 3, with three paths and four innovation phases.
Path A presents a statistical approach, which may lead to simulation, while Path B presents a
logic-based (qualitative) approach. The transitions to Phases II and III in Path A provide an
avenue for proceeding without further computer assistance, in which case the remaining phases
eventually lead to the same outcome, namely, procedure standardization and margin-setting
(i.e., adding a percentage increment of time to compensate for the adoption of strict bestpractice benchmarks in human activity). Specifically, based on statistical data, decision makers
in Path A may simply use those data to set activity-based benchmarks, and then continue by
deliberating or negotiating over procedure to standardize and thereby reduce the incidence of
differences across actors regarding how to carry out each activity. Alternatively, they may first
employ statistical and graphical aids (Phase II) and then transition to Path B for the same
sequence of procedure deliberation and negotiation, prior to standardizing procedures and
setting margins.
Figure 1: Innovation paths for decreasing cycle time variance evidenced in the case literature.
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Reconsideration of the Propositions
Proposition 1 stated that, in line with the principle of equifinality, the case literature would
demonstrate the utility of more than one approach to reducing cycle time variance. The case
literature has upheld this proposition by demonstrating three distinct paths, each of which leads
to the successful reduction in cycle time variance. Although the VSM strategy showed the
lowest mean quality score according to the WoE assessment, all thematic categories identified
in the case material demonstrated WoE means above the scale midpoint. No linkage between
the quality of the cases studies representing each strategy and the WoE assessment is
therefore inferable from this study. All three strategic paths for reducing cycle time variance are
therefore arguably equivalent in terms of their practical effectiveness, barring further research
on this question.
Proposition 2 stated that no approach to reducing cycle time variance would emerge as clearly
superior to the others. The case literature has upheld this proposition as well, by showing that
different approaches to variance reduction lead to similar outcomes. The choice of approach is
largely a function of the nature and availability of the data, however. The VSM strategy thus
appeared most often in cases in which quantitative measures were unavailable. This fact seems
to explain the lower mean WoE rating that the analysis revealed for that category.
DISCUSSION
This discussion addresses implications for practice and scholarship, respectively, followed by
limitations and general conclusions. It presents ideas for future research pertaining to reducing
cycle time variance in services, while emphasizing the need for the literature to begin focusing
more squarely on cycle time variance rather than cycle time length.
Implications for Practice
The availability of more than one process innovation path suggests that decision makers need
to judge the optimal approach for any process improvement initiative based on scrutiny of data
needs and process complexity rather than simply pursue the path that is most apparent. In
addition, an important element is lacking in the available case examples, namely, the
relationship between the goal to reduce cycle time variances and that to reduce cycle times per
se (Boon & Adan, 2009). The Taguchi principle advocates the former to improve quality, but
practitioners seem to have a fixation on delivering services quickly rather than consistently
(Meyer & Purser, 1993). Fast service may often fail to translate into good service (Schneider &
White, 2004). Faster service cycle times may invite increased error, if service providers exceed
a limit beyond which speed no longer translates into quality from the customer’s perspective.
Implications for Scholarship
One may legitimately argue that the quest to reduce cycle times per se may inadvertently
increase error, increase the need for real-time corrections, and thereby effectively increase
cycle time variances. At present, the relationship between cycle time variance and mean cycle
time is open to potential debate. Reducing cycle time means may simply cause reductions in
cycle time variances due to the mathematical pressure that accompanies the fact of
approaching zero (Puich, 2001). Whether this trajectory constitutes long-term quality
improvement is an open question, which merits further research.
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Limitations
This study’s limitations are a product of the use of library databases alone, as the limited
number of studies that most clearly and directly address cycle time variance in services
suggests that a more thorough search, including books and dissertations, is in order. A
systematic review with a much broader base may therefore reveal more cases of service
process innovation that address the matter of reducing cycle time variance. Nevertheless, given
the interplay between reducing cycle time and reducing cycle time variance, the best practices
uncovered in an extended systematic review of this kind may indeed be the same as those
uncovered herein.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the propositions that more than one viable process innovation path would emerge
among best practices and that the different paths would be similar in their impact has proved
valid in this study. Moreover, the foregoing review has resulted in a procedural map of potential
practical utility in guiding decision makers. The procedural map answers the research question
by illustrating the major process innovation paths for reducing cycle time variance in service
delivery. The map shows that the use of statistical procedures is up to the discretion of decision
makers. Depending on the nature of the change, statistics may only play a minor role in the
intervention. Nevertheless, insofar as the objective is indeed to reduce cycle time variance,
objective measures of variance are necessary at least at the very start and at the very end of
the intervention. Moreover, one may argue that continuing to measure variance in cycle times
through implementation phases is superior to waiting until the end. However, the nature of the
case examples reviewed in this study has suggested that interventions often occur as discrete
operations. That is, they consist of singular changes, often in conjunction with singular
measures.
Future Research
Given that the case illustrations sought primarily to reduce cycle times in every case, while
thereby reducing cycle time variation incidentally, future research should include serviceoriented case studies that directly entail efforts to reduce cycle time variance instead, as
specified by the Taguchi principle (Meyer & Purser, 1993; Summers, 2009). Perhaps the
outcome will be effectively identical to those presented in the foregoing cases, namely, a
simultaneous reduction of both cycle time and cycle time variance. Nevertheless, it remains
important to test whether the Taguchi principle, strictly defined as addressing variance, reliably
increases process efficiency by itself, as the principle predicts.
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